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Bad Decisions
Bumpin Uglies

[Intro] B  D#m  F#

B
Cracking open the natty light
      D#m
We re twisting another fatty tight
      F#                        F#         F#
Cause nothing tastes as good as that first hit

B
Working for money that s already spent
   D#m
On nights at the bar instead of the rent
  F#                    F#        F#
A bender ain t a bender until you quit

F#  F     E
I  can t see
       D#m  G#m  Gm
Why we need
   E
To conform to the norm
                       F#
Of what we are told to be

               E
So we re making bad decisions
                   B
Bad decisions tonight
E
  running amuck and keeping
                              B  F#  Bb  E
It up until the morning s light
                    B
Cause we don t need no guarauntees
C#              B                         F#
Live in the now figure it out when it s right
             D#m                       B  F#
We re making bad bad decisions tonight

           B
Now it s a tuesday night with nothing to do
      D#m
We re knocking them back and taking a cruise
       F#                       F#      F#
You re only under the influence if your caught
B



Nights spend free chasing the wind
    D#m
And most of the days nursing the spins
    F#                        F#      F#
The hair of the dog is always worth a shot

    F#   F    E
And honestly
                 D#m  G#m  Gm
If it were up to me
   E                                           F#
My whole life would be the same mistake on repeat

( C#m  B  F# )
( C#m  B  F# )
( C#m  B  F# )
( F  E  Em  F# )
( B  D#m  F# )
( B  D#m  F# )

               E
So we re making bad decisions
                   B
Bad decisions tonight
E
  running amuck and keeping
                              B  F#  Bb  E
It up until the morning s light
                    B
Cause we don t need no guarauntees
C#              B                         F#
Live in the now figure it out when it s right
             D#m                      B
We re making bad bad decisions tonight


